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Work Experience in Bury St Edmunds
I'm Giacomo Sonzini, I would like to tell you my friends'
work experience here in Bury St Edmunds.
We are an Italian group, which comes from Marcelline
High School in Milan and arrived here on the 10th of
April 2016.

We are here in 16 school fellows with our teacher, and
we have been divided in different families.Me and my
friend Paolo live with Carol Spencer a kind and generous English woman whose
house is not far from BLS school.

First of all, I'm glad about this experience because it can help me and my friends to
improve speaking English, a language so important nowadays
that we have to know perfectly since we attend a linguistic
high school. Furthermore I think this experience will be very
useful since allows us not only to know a new place, the nice

town of Bury St Edmunds but also new people while practicing our morning or
afternoon works.
The day is divided in two session: in the morning some of us attend lessons at BLS
school meanwhile others work in the shop assigned to them the first day, or vice
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versa. My group which attends with me classes in the morning is revising the bases
of English grammar for instance: future tenses, past tenses... and discussing about
general things, like: "how will be the world within 2080?" or basic information
about ourselves.

In the afternoon we had to work hard.
In this story I'm the narrator, the writer
tell you what my friends do here in Bury
afternoon.
Some of these works are funny other less
the purpose to help you to find a job, in a
future.

which is going to
during the
but all of them have
simpler way, in the

For example Giulia and Camilla love their job....
Oh yes!!!! They work in the Art Nails shop of the town, they spend their time
taking care of the hands and feet of their costumers. Sometimes when the shop is
empty they take advantage to get a manicure. Crazy girls!!!!

Then other works, less funny, have been assigned to Rebecca, Paolo and Viola....
They work as waiter in: LP, Casa Del Mar and Just Trade Centre
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their work is more difficult but it is also very useful; learning how to serve
costumers in a
restaurant or washing the dishes in
the kitchen
could be a teaching for the future!!

Last but not
least there are our intellectual girls:
Vittoria, Miriam
and Antoinette who work in the
Oxfam Bookshop with their boss, Mrs. Deborah. There they learn how to deal a
book store and how to order all the
books.

To conclude my article I
would like to thank BLS
school to have allowed
us
to attend this beautiful
and useful experience
perfect for teenagers,
since, in my opinion, nowadays people have to have the first work experiences
starting from high school, in order to find in a easier way a job in his/her future,
just after having finished university!!

Thanks a lot BLS, it has been a pleasure working with you!!
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